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ABSTRACT 
The process of implementation of stern arrangement in the form of a stern tube or shaft 

tube on new vessel construction requires precision with a high degree of accuracy because it will 
be a matter of vessel performance and endurance.  

The problem is the impact of the implementation process of new vessel construction 
requires large funds and considerable time. Necessary to find the effort to be able to solve this 
problem  

It has been found that the new method is that the form of construction engineering a new 
model of shaft tube or stern tube that allows the implementing process of the installation 
construction very fast.  

Further testing needs to be done by the laboratory using torsion testing machine and 
mathematical calculations to ensure proper use of the new construction at the new vessel 
building widely in the community; the results of a study that tested the feasibility engineering to 
be applied in the community 

The results of the research can be disseminated through electronic and non-electronic 
media then patented, also the information to the Bureau Classification of Indonesia as a 
supervisor agency construction of a new vessel in Indonesian and foreign regulatory agencies.  
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INTRODUCTION  

The process of implementation of stern arrangement in the form of a stern tube or shaft 
tube on new vessel construction requires precision with a high degree of accuracy due to 
performance issues related to the vessel and resistance (Baxter). The problem is the impact of the 
implementation process of the development in the form of a stern tube arrangement that requires 
large funds and considerable time; Necessary to find the effort to be able to solve this problem.  

It has been found that the new method is that the form of construction engineering a new 
model of shaft tube or stern tube that allows the implementing process of the installation 
construction very fast. 

In conventional construction, or in accordance with the old rules, stern tube material will 
be connected directly to the hull using welding (BKI Rule Book, 2006). Then wait until the cold 
deformation is not expected to happen again, there was a local lathe so that the diameter of the 
hole reaches the size of the bearing. This process is done in the field and requires a long time, 
and very disturbed weather.  

In new construction which is connected to the body of the stern tube is a vessel with a 
space between 10-20 mm on diameter of stern tube. Splicing still uses welding. Stern tube is 



made in workshops put into the home with ease because there is a space as wide as 10-20 mm 
and then slit casted using orange chock fast after straightened (alignment). Thus, the stern tube 
installation process only takes about 2 hours.  

This new process requires a permit from the bureau classification for general use. 
Therefore, research is needed to test the feasibility of using torsion testing machine and 
mathematical calculations.  

By knowing the results of the calculation will provide information systems support the 
ability of the tube which is the stern tube bearing system support to the propulsion system of the 
vessel. System reliability can be ensured by accurate so socialization is widely use the new 
system can be ensured as well.  
 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION  
Shearing resistance tube with chock fast can be calculated by general formula:  
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Calculation of stern tube:  
The calculation is based on the calculation of the stern tube diameter propeller shaft vessel using 
the formula taken from the BKI construction regulations as follows:  
a. Diameter propeller shaft ship  
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b. Sheath thick shaft B = (0.003. Dshaft) + 7.5 mm  
c. Plain bearings  

Rear bearing length: L = 4 Dsahft  
Bearing length:   L = 1.5 Dshaft front  
Thick plain bearings:  t = 0.1 Dshaft  
Thickness of the bearing:  T = (0.85 to 1).t  

 
From the above formulation we can get the required size of the stern tube then built several 

units as a test sample.  
The issue occurs during the implementation process of new vessel construction has been 

implemented in 1983 At the time the new vessel development of KT. "Anila 1" belongs to the 
port companies, the difficulties encountered problems of lack the necessary portable lathe. The 
process of implementation of the stern arrangement (figure 1) on the construction of new vessel 
require a high degree of accuracy regarding vessel performance problems, other than the main 
one is the safety of the vessel on the voyage at sea (Construction Rule of  Book Bureau 
Classification of Indonesia). The process of implementation of the development begins with the 
installation of stren materials on stern tube using electric welding which tends to lead to 
deformation (Wiryosumarto, Harsono) in connection system.  



Subsequently collinear arrangement that should be repeated when the portable lathe work 
to obtain a centric hole shaft tube (Baxter, B, MSc, CEng, Marine, MI Mare). The process of this 
work requires large funds and considerable execution time.  

  
The new method is applied where the installation process although it requires or collinear 

alignment process, but the implementation does not need to be thorough. The process of welding 
the tubes on the stern construction can be carried out quickly because of errors caused by 
welding deformation can be tolerated. Furthermore shaft tube inserted into the shaft tube then slit 
and filled them with a space that can use orange chock fast or cement or such material.  

Design Method of Quick Setup vessel of Stern Tube process was created to help solve the 
problem of implementation of new vessel building jobs. Home tube made of thick-walled steel 
pipe. Home construction of stern tube mounted on the stern using welding in accordance with the 
applicable rules of construction classification. Therefore, the implementation of the fixed 
installation or inspection collinear alignment, but the process does not need to be meticulous 
execution. A container (Figure 2) is made complete in the workshop in accordance with the 
design and classification rules. Furthermore, containers inserted into the tube home and in your 
set, or collinear alignment settings should really perfect to use set screws. Setup process is easy 
to implement and can quickly be completed within a few hours.  

flange 

Fig 1. Stern arrangement construction with conventional method appropriated Classification rules 

stern tube 
stren 

Process Connection with the vulnerable weld 
deformation resulting cockle was not in line.  
 
Solution: made thicker stern tube, welded, 
deformation awaited completion, the new local 
turner using a portable lathe. 
  
Cockle mounted to stern tube precession and 
fastened using the fastening bolts on the flange. 
Nature of the cockle must be removed for 
maintenance shaft bearings 

koker cockle 

stern tube 

propeller blade 



To establish the position of containers on the shaft, then into the gap between the tubes 
with the shaft tube will concrete chock fast as function of fixed bearing.  

  
 

Install Process Engineering Application of Tubes Quick vessel Propeller Shaft needs to 
pass through dissemination of research and testing before widespread application and receive 
approval from corporation such as the BKI and other classifications. This research to determine 
the ability of the tube carrying the containers to the power shaft torque propeller shaft due to 
rotation of propeller; This research will be conducted in the laboratory techniques FTIK Hang 
Tuah University uses torsion testing machine.  

space filled chockfast 

stren 

Fig 2. New model of stern arrangement construction 
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House of stern tube 
bolt adjusted 

 stern tube 

house of stern tube Space chock fast as gap filler between the 
house of stern tube with the stern tube.  
 
Chock fast is a liquid chemical that hardens 
after being mixed catalysts. propeller blade 



 
 

 
Fig 3. Torsion testing machine 

 
Subsequently made some shaft tube and multiple tube filling containers with a space between 
(see figure 2) which is chock fast main, cement, and fiberglass. Tests conducted each 3 times, 
made the observation that the size of the torque moment magnitude can be observed. Start the 
occurrence of cracks can be seen on the manometer mounted on the test machine (Figure 3).  



 
  

Fig 4. Test Material 
 
Test tube filled spaces between the cement tubes with stern tube. Specifications mixtures of 
cement and sand with a ratio of variation 1: 2 then 1: 3 and 1: 4.   
Furthermore Variations using glass fiber spacing is repeated 3 times.  
Last variations using space orange chock fast repeated 3 times  
 
Diagrams are monitored is a big moment diagram of the engine torque required to break the 
connection between the shaft tube spacing and the shaft tube. Wide spacing is concrete with a 
mixture of sand and cement with ratio 1: 2 then 1: The next 3 ratio of 1: 4.  
Furthermore, with spaces and Chock fast fiberglass.  
The next diagram of shear stress between the shaft tubes with the home tube  
Tube size is: 15.24 cm diameter and 50 cm long.  
The test results are shown by the diagram is as follows  
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CONCLUSION  
1. Test results showed that the spacing between the stern tube with the tube using a mixture of 

cement concrete sand ratio of 1: 2 results in the largest shear stress 18 kg/cm2, mixture of 
cement sand ratio of 1: 3 generates a shear stress of 15 kg/cm2, mixture of cement sand ratio 
of 1: 4 produces a shear stress of 7 kg/cm2  

2. The test results showed that the spacing between the stern tubes with a fiber glass tube  
produces the largest shear stress 3 kg/cm2  

3. The test results showed that the spacing between the stern tube with the tube using fast 
chock produce the largest shear stress 3.8kg / cm2  

4. In fact the use of concrete spaced more sturdy but takes a long petrified, which if using a 
hardening agent needs to be 10 days and when not to use hardening petrified takes 28 days.  
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